
Our Leadership

Dr. MSN Reddy 

Founder, Chairman & Managing Director - MSN Group

A modest and compassionate humanitarian dedicated to bringing world class medicines within 
the economic and geographic reach of millions of patients worldwide, Dr. MSN Reddy 
(popularly known as Dr. MSN) is the Founder Chairman and Managing Director of MSN Group 
of Companies.  

A PhD holder in Organic Chemistry from Osmania University, India, his steady career trajectory 
took him from the position of a chemist to Head - Research and Development in one of the 
leading Indian MNCs, before venturing out as an entrepreneur in 2003.  

He started MSN Group with a vision to discover, develop and manufacture safe and innovative 
medicines for better health and improve quality of life. Dr. MSN believes that execution is the 
key to success and impeccable execution is only possible with an outstanding team. At MSN 
laboratories, talent is nurtured and professionals are transformed into tomorrow’s leaders.

Under Dr. MSN’s leadership, MSN Laboratories has shown exponential growth, making it one 
of the fastest growing Pharma companies based in India, with a worldwide presence. Today 
MSN laboratories have offices in major markets like USA, UK, Mexico, Colombia, Kazakhstan, 
Nigeria, Kenya and Vietnam.  

Dr. MSN Reddy is the recipient of the prestigious ‘Udyogh Rattan Award’ presented by the 
Institute of Economic Studies, for his outstanding contribution in creating employment in the 
pharmaceutical sector in the country. In 2015, he was conferred with the ‘Business Leader 
Award’ by TV5 for his outstanding contribution.  

The Chairman’s vision is to make MSN Group a global Pharma leader in the upcoming decade. 



Bharat Reddy, Executive Director - MSN Group

Bharat Reddy is the Executive Director of the MSN Group of companies. An accomplished 
technocrat with an experience of over 20 years, Bharat has displayed his adeptness in handling 
profiles including information technology, life science and pharmaceuticals.

Bharat holds an exemplary academic record with a Master’s degree in Business Administration 
from the University of Florida, Masters in Computer Science from Florida Atlantic University 
and a third Masters from Clemson University.  

As an Executive Director, Bharat plays a significant role in MSN’s global pharmaceutical 
operations, sales and marketing. His expertise in developing market-specific business strategies 
coupled with strong emphasis on creating brand identity, has helped MSN Group mark its 
presence worldwide. 

Overseeing the overall business development of MSN group, Bharat leads the operations of the 
formulation business, Information Technology and new avenues for MSN group worldwide.   




